Human beings are far more than the one-dimensional creatures perceived by most of humanity and held static in consensus reality. There is a deep and vast body of knowledge — both ancient and emerging — that informs and gives us the understanding, through direct experience, that we are magnificent creatures occupying many dimensions with untold powers and connectedness to all that is.

Divine Arts books and films explore these realms, powers, and teachings through inspiring, informative, and empowering works by pioneers, artists, and great teachers from all the wisdom traditions. We invite your participation and look forward to learning how we may serve you.

Onward and upward,
Michael Wiese, Publisher
THE DIVINE ART OF DYING
How to Live Well While Dying
KAREN SPEERSTRA & HERBERT ANDERSON

The Divine Art of Dying looks at the unique moment when a person turns toward death and examines what the dying person and his or her caregivers can expect. Based on the author’s own current experience, it’s about how we might die well and live well up to the very end of our physical existence. Combining personal stories with solid research on palliative and hospice care, this book identifies the decisions the dying one and his or her loved ones and friends must make.

“Fortunately, one can now take life’s final exam with an open book and the answer to mortality’s question can be found within the pages of The Divine Art of Dying. How then shall we live? Fully, Intentionally, Attentively, Lovingly.”
—Ira Byock, MD, bestselling author of Dying Well: Peace and Possibilities at the End of Life

“This book is like wise hands extended to those dealing with death. Speerstra shares the skillful means and open heart necessary to survive the common miracle of death with a grace we might call divine.”
—Stephen and Ondrea Levine, authors of Who Dies?: An Investigation of Conscious Living and Conscious Dying

$18.95 • 284 PAGES • ORDER DIVINEDY • ISBN 9781611250237
GARDENS OF THE SOUL
Making Sacred and Shamanic Art
FAITH NOLTON

Gardens of the Soul is a book on shamanic artwork that weaves together the author’s own shamanic practice with her skills as a painter and poet. Readers are encouraged and instructed to create their own ‘Soul Gardens’ paintings.

“Faith Nolton’s book is wonderful and beautiful, with paintings and text that only come from a deep understanding of shamanic experience.”
—Michael Harner, author of The Way of the Shaman and Cave and Cosmos

“A guide for anyone on a spiritual journey seeking to connect with their higher self. Faith Nolton’s paintings are breath-taking and moving. 5 Stars!”
—New Age Mama

$18.95 • 152 PAGES • ORDER #GARDENS
ISBN 9781611250220
LIVING IN BALANCE
A Mindful Guide for Thriving in a Complex World
JOEL LEVEY & MICHELLE LEVEY

Foreword by His Holiness the Dalai Lama

Living in Balance is not merely a powerful, motivational book, for people seeking to achieve greater success, power, health, or better self-image in their lives. Instead it offers a rare synthesis of ancient wisdom traditions with cutting-edge research on peak human performance that points toward mindfulness as being truly the key to living in balance.

“Joel and Michelle have constructed a text of sheer brilliance. Every page offers new insights and truth.”
—Caroline M. Myss, PhD, author of Anatomy of the Spirit

“Never before have we so urgently needed the clear, compassionate teachings that are so lovingly described in this book.”
—Larry Dossey, MD, author of Be Careful What You Pray For

$18.95 • 360 PAGES • ORDER #BALANCE • ISBN 9781611250299
The essence of our being is a fully integrated energy system of consciousness. *The Power of I AM* is a book on transforming the human energy body through working with the chakras, which are presented as levels of consciousness, utilizing the teachings of the archetypes of Carl Jung. Through a series of prayers, affirmations, music, crystals, poems, and simple yoga poses, readers learn to maintain a balanced and harmonizing continuous flow of energy through each chakra, leading to an increased sense of peace, harmony, and balance.


“Geof Jowett is a healer, mystic, and altogether a wonderful spiritual teacher. Science and Spirit mix beautifully with him.”

—James Van Praagh, author of the #1 New York Times bestseller *Talking to Heaven*

$12.95 · 156 PAGES · ORDER #POWERAM · ISBN 9781611250275
EMERGENCE OF A SPIRITUAL BEING

TERESA L. DeCICCO, PhD

Mankind is on the threshold of the next evolutionary phase — the era of the Spiritual Human. In *Emergence of a Spiritual Being*, Teresa L. DeCicco, PhD, describes the processes of how this transformation may occur. She encourages her readers to recognize that any desire for change that he may feel on the inside is an indication of the dawning of a new era. By embracing a spiritual transformation either within or outside a religious context, her readers will be able to transform into a new spiritual being. This book is aimed at those who want to grow consciously toward living a more peaceful and enriching life. Whether you are already undergoing major change — physically, psychologically, or spiritually — or seeking to change relationships, jobs, or living conditions, *Emergence of a Spiritual Being* is the pathway to a new and enriched life.

$16.95 • 152 PAGES • ORDER #EMERGENCE • ISBN 9781611250312
According to a 2009 Harris Poll, 42% of American adults believe in ghosts. Through candid and powerful anecdotes, meditation teacher and spiritual counselor Richard Alaniz does not scare his readers with the unknown; rather, he guides them to understand the purpose of spirit manifestations and multidimensional beings.

The autobiographical narrative of one man’s journey to spiritual awareness, A Shaman’s Tale provides answers to questions about the mysteries of life and death, exploring how paranormal experiences may bring awareness of the spirit world in a way that serves individuals who are in search of higher consciousness.

$16.95 • 224 PAGES • ORDER #SHMNTALE • ISBN 9781611250190
Over-informed and over-connected, people today seek deeper meaning and true connection — but they’re short on time and resistant to anything too didactic, religious, or long. In the tradition of Anne Lamott, Mitch Albom, and Rachel Naomi Remen, *Recipes for a Sacred Life* meets these needs with its short, true tales steeped in the magic of day-to-day life and the wisdom of ancient traditions.

Written with heart and humor, these interrelated tales are created around those everyday encounters — with friends, nature, lovers, and strangers — that can suddenly put us in touch with the sacred, adding love, connection, and purpose to our lives.

“Neshama’s stories are uplifting, witty, and wise: one can’t go wrong with a recipe like that. The timeless wisdom she serves up is food for the soul.”

—Publisher’s Weekly

$16.95 • 280 PAGES • ORDER #RECIPES • ISBN 9781611250206

“Recipes for a Sacred Life is the closest thing I’ve found to a guide to happiness.”

—FIRST for Women magazine
The Language of Light
KAREN SPEERSTRA

“Color is the language of light; it adorns the earth with beauty.”
—John O’Donohue, Beauty

A unique look at all aspects of how color speaks to your soul, Color takes the reader through birth, darkness and light, auras, chakras, the rainbow, to the afterlife, exploring how artists use color, how we have “coded” colors for healing, and ultimately delves into the spirituality of color and mysticism.

Through illustrations and essays, this book explores how we can all read the marvelous language of light, heightening our awareness of the deep sense of beauty around us and within each living being, nurturing our imagination.

$18.95 • 270 PAGES • ORDER #COLOR • ISBN 9781611250183
Internationally respected Peruvian shaman Don José Campos introduces the practices and benefits of Ayahuasca, the psychoactive plant brew used for healing by Amazonian shamans for as long as 70,000 years. Called a plant teacher because it can heal physical, psychological, and emotional blocks, Ayahuasca takes the patient to other realms and dimensions, providing profound insight into our true nature and place in the cosmos.

“This remarkable book suggests a path back to understanding the profound healing and spiritual powers that are here for us in the plant world, reawakening our respect for the natural world, and thus for ourselves.”

—John Robbins, author of Diet for a New America

$16.95 • 144 PAGES • ORDER #SHAMANBK • ISBN 9781611250039

SEE THE ACCOMPANYING FILM ON PAGE 33
NEW BELIEFS, NEW BRAIN
Free Yourself from Stress and Fear
LISA WIMBERGER

Stress is a silent killer, contributing to neurodegenerative diseases, heart attacks, strokes, high blood pressure, depression, anxiety, diabetes, PTSD, and suicide. Author Lisa Wimberger draws on her own history of trauma and her experience helping “first responders” relieve the effects of stress to provide powerful meditation techniques for improving the mental and emotional quality of life for anyone who is suffering.

“Lisa has captured an ageless wisdom and has rephrased it in modern parlance, bringing a new level of approachability to the teachings of our spiritual forebears.”
—Dr. David Perlmutter, author of Power Up Your Brain: The Neuroscience of Enlightenment

$16.95 • 161 PAGES • ORDER #NEWBELIEFS • ISBN 9781611250138

CHANGE YOUR STORY, CHANGE YOUR LIFE
A Path to Success
JEN GRISANTI

Divorce. Job loss. Illness. The death of a loved one. How does one find new direction and meaning after experiencing any of life’s major turning points? A Hollywood story analyst and studio executive for more than 20 years, story consultant and international speaker Jen Grisanti provides readers with the tools necessary to write their new life story the way they wish it to be.

Drawing on her own experiences dealing with major life changes and developing methods with which to turn negative experiences into positive ones, Grisanti is a skilled guide in teaching readers how to live new life stories of their own making.

$16.95 • 145 PAGES • ORDER #CHANGE • ISBN 9781611250176
2500 YEARS OF WISDOM
Sayings of the Great Masters
D.W. BROWN

The wisdom from the greatest minds on earth — all in one place.
This book of carefully selected and arranged quotations, each elevating and expanding upon the last, represents the greatest philosophical thoughts mankind has produced in its attempt to come to a deeper understanding of the human condition. Combining classic expressions from giants such as Plato and Confucius, with aphorisms of accepted masters such as Montaigne and Goethe, this book also blends the genius of lesser-known lights such as Baltazar Gracien and Simone Weil. The result is a magnificent and harmonious symphony of humanity’s deepest convictions, crossing the boundaries of culture and time.

“The privilege of a lifetime is being who you are.”
—Joseph Campbell

$15.00 • 160 PAGES • ORDER #2500YEARS • ISBN 9781611250145

GAIA CALLS
South Sea Voices, Dolphins, Sharks & Rainforests
WADE DOAK

Gaia Calls compiles memoirs and descriptions of Wade Doak’s life as a young man in the Solomon Islands living among the islanders, to years of dolphin research, diving adventures, and more. Adventures begin when he and his wife, Jan, live with atoll dwellers and the shark callers of Laulasi in the Solomon Islands, move to his discovery that interspecies communication can exist with patience, focus, and respect for the natural world, then lead to his profound work with several species of wild dolphins. His meetings with his Maori friends reinforce his understanding that a great deal is to be learned from our indigenous neighbors, who hold a huge store of knowledge that has recently become more available to the Western world as our own way of life becomes less and less sustainable. Finally, we read of his explorations of his beloved New Zealand.

“This celebration of the interconnectedness of all life is a gift from the soul of a man at the apex of his life.”
—Hardy Jones, author of The Voice of the Dolphins

$16.95 • 262 PAGES • ORDER #GAIACALLS • ISBN 9781611250053
HEAL YOUR SELF WITH WRITING
CATHERINE ANN JONES

Based on a workshop developed at Esalen Institute and the best-selling online course, Heal Your Self with Writing provides individuals, therapists, and teachers with the hands-on healing tools needed to deal with grief and trauma in today’s chaotic world.

$16.95 • 199 PAGES • ORDER #HEALSELF
ISBN 9781611250169

WRITING FROM THE INSIDE OUT
The Practice of Free-Form Writing
STEPHEN LLOYD WEBBER

In Writing from the Inside Out, author and yogi Stephen Lloyd Webber shares his practice of creative writing as a path for self-realization.

“I urge others to write from the heart to find their true artistic voice. Here is a book that profoundly helps one explore that mysterious personal journey. A navigation guide to our inner creative magic.”

—Pen Densham, author, Riding the Alligator; screenwriter, Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves

$16.95 • 227 PAGES • ORDER #WRITING
ISBN 9781611250152

SAVE 25% AT DIVINEARTSMEDIA.COM
**THE MESSAGE**
*A Guide to Being Human*
LD THOMPSON

Your life has been designed by your Soul. The more you listen to your Soul and act upon its urgings, the more graceful and joyous your life becomes. An indispensable source of wisdom for seasoned spiritual practitioners and new seekers alike.

$16.95 • 236 PAGES • ORDER #MSGHUMAN
ISBN 9781611250008

**FIELDS OF PLENTY**
*A Guide to Your Inner Wisdom*
LD THOMPSON

From teacher and counselor LD Thompson, the author of *The Message: A Guide to Being Human*, this remarkable new book provides a pathway to help you know deeply and fully what your Soul’s design is for your life so that in every moment of every day you experience the abundance that is your birthright.

$16.95 • 190 PAGES • ORDER #PLENTY
ISBN 9781611250213

**THE SACRED SITES OF THE DALAI LAMAS**
GLENN H. MULLIN

This inspiring book of Tibet’s power places, most sacred to the early Dalai Lamas, includes stunning photographs and a history of Tibetan Buddhism written by the highly respected Tibetologist and former translator to His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama, Glenn Mullin.

$29.95 • 182 PAGES • ORDER #TIBETBK
ISBN 9781611250060

**A HEART BLOWN OPEN**
The Life and Practice of Zen Master Jun Po Denis Kelly Roshi
KEITH MARTIN-SMITH

Denis Kelly’s life is part Hunter S. Thompson, part Timothy Leary, and part Eckart Tolle. From his beginnings in an abusive and alcoholic home in Wisconsin to becoming a major force in the counterculture movement, and then from a life on the run and in prison to a life in a monastery and in service, it is as entertaining as it is inspirational.

$22.95 • 321 PAGES • ORDER #OPENHEART
ISBN 9781611250084
ILAHINOOR
Awakening the Divine Human
KIARA WINDRIDER

A handbook for the powerful healing practice of ilahinoor that can prepare us to ride the evolutionary wave that is coming and to manifest the “divine human” that slumbers within.

$16.95 • 265 PAGES • ORDER #ILAHINOOR
ISBN 97816111250107

A FULLER VIEW
Buckminster Fuller’s Vision of Hope and Abundance for All
L. STEVEN SIEDEN

Internationally renowned futurist, poet, philosopher, and engineer Dr. R. Buckminster Fuller had a keen awareness that we’re all in this life together. For all its genius, his legacy has yet to be fully uncovered — until now.

$19.95 • 267 PAGES • ORDER #FULLER
ISBN 97816111250091

SOPHIA: THE FEMININE FACE OF GOD
Nine Heart Paths to Healing and Abundance
KAREN SPEERSTRA

After centuries of being hidden and repressed, the “Great Mother” is showing herself again, offering here her age-old but ever-new wisdom for spiritual growth and healing. Enlightening, strengthening, and illuminating.

$18.95 • 340 PAGES • ORDER #SOPHIA
ISBN 97816111250046

ENERGY WARRIORS
Overcoming Cancer and Crisis with the Power of Qigong
BOB ELLAL & MASTER LAWRENCE TAN

Four-time cancer survivor Bob Ellal shares his story of combining Qigong with Western medicine to win his medical battles, accompanied by an instructional manual by Master Lawrence Tan.

$16.95 • 183 PAGES • ORDER #QIGONG
ISBN 97816111250121

YEAR ZERO
Time of the Great Shift
KIARA WINDRIDER

The perspectives of ancient wisdom and modern science are clarified, revealing the intricate interplay between cosmic and planetary phenomena in order to shape a new species of humanity on a rapidly evolving earth.

$16.95 • 211 PAGES • ORDER #YEARZERO
ISBN 97816111250077

LISTEN TO THE WIND, SPEAK FROM THE HEART
ROGER THUNDERHANDS GILBERT

Imagine sitting around a campfire listening to the powerful passing down of Native American, Taoist, and other wisdom traditions. An important synthesis of insights greatly needed in today’s global culture.

$16.95 • 154 PAGES • ORDER #LSTNWND
ISBN 97816111250114
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THE SHAMAN & AYAHUASCA
Journeys to Sacred Realms
A FILM BY MICHAEL WIESE
“A gem of a movie — beautifully photographed and with an evocative soundtrack — filled with insights into the practice of Ayahuasca shamanism in the Upper Amazon.”
—Steve Beyer, author of Singing to the Plants
$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #SHAMAN
72 MINUTES • ISBN 9781932907834
SEE THE COMPANION BOOK ON PAGE 22

LIVING WITH SPIRITS
10 Days in the Jungle with Ayahuasca
A FILM BY MICHAEL WIESE
Through the auspices of Peruvian shaman Don José Campos, filmmaker Michael Wiese undertook a 10-day “dieta” where he ate a special diet and drank plant medicines. This video diary-style film documents this extraordinary once-in-a-lifetime experience.
$19.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #LIVING
60 MINUTES • ISBN 9781615931347

TALKING WITH SPIRITS
Journeys into Balinese Spirit Worlds
A FILM BY MICHAEL WIESE
“A riveting film... visually beautiful, compulsive, and thought-provoking viewing.”
—Sacred Hoop magazine
“Talking with Spirits shows sequences that make us question everything we know about the nature of reality, consciousness, and the very sources of creativity and inspiration.”
—Art Hound
$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #TALKING
90 MINUTES • ISBN 9781932907988
THE SACRED SITES
OF THE DALAI LAMAS
A Pilgrimage to Oracle Lake
A FILM BY MICHAEL WIESE

The film takes us on a pilgrimage to the sacred power spots of the early Dalai Lamas in Tibet.

$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #TIBET
2 HOURS • ISBN 9781932907116
SEE THE COMPANION BOOK ON PAGE 24

THE OLD LADY’S FINGER
And Other Mahamudra Teachings
LAMA CHIME RINPOCHE

In this rare film appearance, Lama Chime transmits Mahamudra teachings that have been passed down in an unbroken line of oral transmissions from the 10th-century scholar Naropa.

All proceeds go to the Dharma Trust charity.

$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #LAMACHIME
70 MINUTES • ISBN 9781615931163

DOLPHIN ADVENTURES
A FILM BY MICHAEL WIESE
AND HARDY JONES

Jacques Cousteau tried. Pioneer dolphin researcher John Lilly said it couldn’t be done. But in 1978, a ship of fools set out to swim in the open oceans with wild dolphins. A “close encounter of the aquatic kind,” this classic film documents the first recorded human/wild dolphin encounter in modern times.

$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #DOLPHDVD
75 MINUTES • ISBN 9781932907599
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FOR US SALES:
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210 American Drive
Jackson, TN 38301
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Please inquire about discounts for organizations and groups. Please allow 3-5 days for delivery. All prices subject to change without notice. DivineArtsMedia.com is the fastest and cheapest way to get these valuable resources and it is 100% credit card secure. ©2014 Divine Arts. All rights reserved.
Celebrating the sacred in everyday life.